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ABSTRACT

Background: Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) in the treatment of mental illnesses and the importance of using an anesthesia method that causes the least hemodynamic changes in the patient, we decided to evaluate their effects in this case with both thiopental sodium and propofol.

Aim: This study aimed to compare the hemodynamic effects of the drug, sodium thiopental and propofol common among the anesthetic agent may be, in patients treated with ECT is done.

Materials and Methods: This study hospital 22 Bahman in Qazvin on 84 patients in two groups : (42 patients in thiopental sodium group and 42 patients in propofol group) electroconvulsive brain under general anesthesia by propofol and thiopental has been carried out. Hemodynamic changes in systolic and diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) and pulse rate, number of minutes, duration of seizure and recovery time (min) size were recorded.

Results: Measuring blood pressure and pulse before and after anesthesia and ECT show that, in patients in thiopental sodium group changes in systolic blood pressure, diastolic and pulse rate. Respective 45% and 64% and 26% in the third minute of the study. In the propofol group, the highest systolic, diastolic blood pressure changes were 55% and 64% at the tenth minute, respectively, but the highest pulse rate increase was at the third minute and 33%, respectively. Test Friedman is also a significant relationship between consumption of these drugs, blood pressure showed that The duration of seizures during ECT sodium thiopental less than group B, but the duration of anesthesia with propofol shorter return is. The results were: Due to better hemodynamic stability of sodium thiopental, propofol, the drug is preferred to more.
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INTRODUCTION

Brain (electroconvulsive (ECT, electric digital planning system to stimulate the central nervous system to create continuous should be stimulation which is the minimum time for the effectiveness of the electrical stimulation between 25 seconds to one minute. ECT does an important role in the treatment of mental illnesses such as acute and chronic depression, mania, schizophrenia, suicide attempt, catatonia, and Parkinson's disease (1-3). This electrical stimulation initially triggered generalized tonic activity for 10 min Seconds and then clonic activity is generalized from a few seconds to over a minute (6- 4) .The duration of brain stimulation depends on many factors, including the patient's age, regenerative energy, electrode location, seizure threshold, and prescription drugs(7). Electrical activity first causes parasympathetic stimulation, bradycardia, and hypotension, followed by sympathetic
stimulation of tachycardia, and hypertension and premature ventricular contraction (8,9). In the clonic phase, the sympathetic system is stimulated and causes tachycardia, elevated blood pressure and PVC, and rarely ventricular tachycardia, which is spontaneously restricted for up to 2 minutes (9). ECG changes are caused by a decrease in the negative ST and T fragments without an increase in cardiac enzymes, on the other hand, the most common cause of death is ECT following myocardial infarction and cardiac dysrhythmia (10). ECT stimulates the nervous system such as brain working and its effects on the cardiovascular system - cardiovascular and central nervous system (11). Finding a drug to induce restful sleep anesthesia and minimal effects on blood pressure and heart rate and recovery quick is one of the main goals of anesthetists are logged in, the application of a suitable drug with the lowest hemodynamic changes and etc. more time in the film shorter lead could be one of the objectives of anesthesia is (12). Methohexital because seizure (duration) compared to Propofol and recovery short (compared with thiopental sodium) and less side effects (compared to Etomidate) drug of choice is, if the seizure was long (more than 100 seconds), propofol Methohexital is preferred, on the other hand propofol because of the decreased responses in blood pressure and heart rate after ECT alternative Methohexital is (13). Electroconvulsive therapy brain works is not fully known, but mental patients who have been spontaneous seizures have decreased mental disease severity, (3, 2) may be a biological antagonism between schizophrenia and seizures are present. (3) Therefore, understanding the effects of drugs used for seizures may be in the course of therapy to be effective. Propofol and thiopental sodium, causing an increase in the parameters of hemodynamics beating heart - pressure blood systolic is but the increase compared to thiopental more. Propofol also need more energy to induce ECT exist and instead the electrical stimulation longer be BUH (10).

The patients are the cause of depression treated with ECT and three-drug sodium thiopental, propofol and midazolam for induction of anesthesia, which causes the heart rate, systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure to rise and thiopental increase is greater hemodynamic criteria. But propofol has a better recovery (14). According to the results of these papers about of drug: propofol is safe and convenient for ECT, and Methohexital and sodium thiopental routine drug of anesthesia in Iran instead of anesthetists is available and it can be evaluated pharmacological effects in patients with stable best results Hemodynamics and reduction of potential complications are among the tasks of anesthesiologists and psychiatrists (15). To the mines reasons the decision was therefore the time etc. recovery, hemodynamic changes in patients under anesthesia drug, sodium thiopental and propofol to treat patients by ECT to be compared.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This study is a clinical trial, double-blind design with the aim of comparing Hemodynamic recovery after anesthesia with 2 groups: Group A: drug propofol and group B: drug, sodium thiopental infused for anesthesia then ECT was done. This study was performed at 22 Bahman Hospital in Qazvin province of Iran with inclusion and exclusion criteria: history of psychiatric hospitalization and expert psychiatrist approval for electroconvulsive therapy, no history of heart disease, no allergy to the studied drugs, ages 15 to 40 years, no pregnancy and no Lactation, no history of chronic diseases and no history of heart and brain surgery were selected in 84 patients. Patients were randomly divided into two groups, group A (Propofol) 42 patients and Group B (Thiopental Sodium) 42 patients. Individuals were divided to induce anesthesia. Before anesthesia, anesthesia class (ASA) patients were identified and questionnaire data were collected on age, sex, fasting patients with blood pressure monitoring and electrocardiography and pulse rate were ready for ECT. Prior to anesthesia, blood pressure and pulse rate were recorded. Induction of anesthesia with 0.5mg atropine and group B using thiopental sodium drugs (2mg/kg) And the Group Apropofol (1mg/kg) In addition, Succinylcholine (0.5mg/kg) Carried out one minute after the injection and then Succinylcholine patient blood pressure and pulse rate ECT induced. In the third minute after ECT stimulates the patient’s pulse rate and blood pressure measured again was recorded. Recovery time, eye opening to verbal response and keep the head up for 5 seconds stopwatch measurement was recorded. Blood pressure and pulse rate of patient size tenth minute was recorded. At the end, all information about both groups of patients is entered into the software SPSS Version 22 was analyzed and with Statistical tests T test, Repeated measures Significance level (0.05) was assessed.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study of both groups: 50 males and 34 females with a mean ±SD age of the men who were thiopental (30.2±13.5) and for propofol (25.7± 7.5). Mean & SD of age of women who anesthesia with thiopental sodium to be taken (40.5±13.4) and for propofol (20.9±36.5). B group patients were anesthet with thiopental sodium and A group patients were anesthetic with propofol. The mean blood pressure systolic and diastolic terms (mmHg) before thiopental (126/103) and in the first minute after induction anesthesia and before the ECT (127/86) and third minute after induction of anesthesia and before having ECT (150/106) and in the tenth minute after induction of anesthesia, seizure equipping (146/101) respectively.

In the third minute after induction of anesthesia and shock, the highest (45%) changes in systolic blood pressure were observed. The least changes (22%) were in the first minute after induction of anesthesia. Friedman test also showed a significant relationship between propofol intake and systolic blood pressure changes (P<0.001). The most (64%) of diastolic blood pressure changes were seen at the third minute after induction of anesthesia and ECT. However, the lowest (32%) diastolic blood pressure changes were in the first minute after induction of anesthesia. Friedman test showed a significant relationship (<p0.001) between thiopental sodium intake and diastolic blood pressure changes. Mean blood pressure (systolic and diastolic in millimeters of mercury) before induction with propofol was (97/65). In the first minute after induction of anesthesia and before ECT, (130 / 89) and in the third minute after induction of anesthesia and ECT, (148 / 106) and in the 10th minute after induction of anesthesia and complete seizure was (152 / 106). The above findings show that the highest changes in systolic and diastolic blood pressure occurred at the 10th minute after induction of anesthesia, which showed a 55% and 64% increase, respectively, and the smallest changes in systolic and diastolic blood pressure, respectively, at 33% and 37%, respectively. The first occurred after induction of anesthesia. Friedman test showed a significant relationship (<p<0.001) between propofol consumption and changes in blood pressure (systolic and diastolic). He mean pulse rate (number per minute) of patients before anesthesia with sodium thiopental was (85±17) and at one, three and ten minutes after the start of anesthesia with sodium thiopental was (97±18), (107±28), (98 ± 20). Also, the highest pulse changes were seen in the third minute after the start of anesthesia with sodium thiopental and ECT and showed a 26% increase. The smallest changes were seen ten minutes after the start of anesthesia with thiopental sodium, which showed a 15% increase.

Friedman test showed a significant relationship (<p<0.001) between thiopental sodium intake and pulse changes. The mean pulse rate of patients before propofol anesthesia was (85 ±19) and at one, three and ten minutes after the start of propofol anesthesia were (107 ± 21), (113 ± 25) and (101±19), respectively. Also, most of the pulse changes occurred in the third minute after the start of anesthesia with propofol ECT and showed a 33% increase. The smallest changes occurred at 10 minutes after the start of propofol anesthesia, showing an increase of about 18%. Friedman test also showed a significant relationship (p<0.001) between propofol consumption and pulse changes. The mean duration of electro convulsions with thiopental sodium was (25 ±13) and with propofol (53 ±28). The mean duration of recovery from anesthesia with thiopental sodium was (13±5) and propofol (9 ±3). T-test showed a significant relationship between the use of these two drugs and the duration of ECT and the duration of return from anesthesia.

<p>| Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of age for men and women in two groups: thiopental sodium and propofol |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propofol</th>
<th>Sodium thiopental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/7 ± 7/7</td>
<td>30 ±2/13/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/9 ± 36/5</td>
<td>40/5 ± 13/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Propofol</th>
<th>Sodium thiopental</th>
<th>name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>97/79 ± 9/716</td>
<td>103/78 ± 13/359</td>
<td>Anesthesia before systole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>65/00 ± 74/00</td>
<td>65/12 ± 8/403</td>
<td>Diastole before anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>130/47 ± 11/934</td>
<td>127/32 ± 14/496</td>
<td>First systole minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>89/30 ± 10/997</td>
<td>86/59 ± 13/343</td>
<td>The first minute of diastole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>148/372 ± 11/938</td>
<td>150/98 ± 10/910</td>
<td>Third minute systole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Propofol</th>
<th>Sodium thiopental</th>
<th>name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>9/81 ± 3/648</td>
<td>13/70 ± 5/103</td>
<td>Recovery time( minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P &lt;0.05</td>
<td>53/3 ± 28/6</td>
<td>25/7 ± 13/4</td>
<td>Seizure duration (seconds)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table3. Long time, seizures, apnea and recovery

DISCUSSION

In this study, propofol (1mg /kg) was not able to inhibit hemodynamic changes in patients as much as thiopental sodium (2mg /kg). But B Bolaji and colleagues in Nigeria in 2012 examined 60 patients who received ECT. They found that propofol (1 mg / kg) more than thiopental sodium (5 mg / kg) prevented diastolic pressure and mean arterial pressure. Propofol also has a faster recovery than thiopental sodium (19). Short recovery time is consistent with our study. Because the effectiveness of cerebral electrocution depends on the duration of the seizure that occurs during electrocution. Therefore, even as long as possible, induction of anesthesia should not adversely affect seizure duration (21). Kumar A concluded that patients taking propofol needed more energy to induce seizures but instead had longer seizures (14). Our research has shown that propofol is a better drug than thiopental sodium because it produces a longer seizure than thiopental sodium. Because brain electrical shock stimulates the autonomic nervous system and most of its effects on the cardiovascular system and the central nervous system, therefore, the use of the appropriate drug that causes the least hemodynamic changes can play an important role in maintaining the health and safety of patients (22). In 2009 Puran Akhavan Akbari and his colleagues studied 16 patients who received 72 ECTs in total. The study found that hemodynamic abnormalities in the group receiving induction of anesthesia were less than the group receiving thiopental sodium for induction of anesthesia. The study found that the duration of seizures did not differ between the two groups (16). Desai, Rahul, Belgium, in 2009 studied fifty patients who needed ECT. They used thiopental sodium (4 mg / kg) and propofol (5 mg / kg) for induction. The study found that hemodynamic changes were less pronounced in the propofol group (17). The results of this study showed that the duration of return from anesthesia with propofol is shorter than thiopental sodium and therefore propofol is a more appropriate drug (18).

This part of the study is consistent with the Priba Jain Shah study, which used three drugs thiopental sodium, propofol and midazolam to induce anesthesia in patients and concluded that propofol anesthesia was faster than the other two drugs. Our study also showed that, despite significant hemodynamic changes, there was no statistically significant difference in propylactic ECT with two thiopental sodium and propofol drugs, which were more prominent in the propofol group (19).

Instead, propofol produces longer seizures than thiopental sodium, which prolongs the seizure time, leading to faster recovery and greater therapeutic effects for the patient (20).

On the other hand, ECT with Propofol anesthesia results in shortening the recovery time from anesthesia, this represents economical cost savings with this drug because recovery requires manpower and is costly. It is recommended to use a dose higher than (mg / kg) for better control of hemodynamic changes if propofol is used.
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